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Sculptor, Modeller

Biography     :  

This often makes smile when someone says that Patrick was already a sculptor when 
he was little,  because there is indeed a link between his size and his nickname "The 
Small"  ...  And yet it  is true that  the sculpture or modeling is an old passion for him...  
Although he initially tried to draw (especially during school hours ...), when he begins to 
touch the Fimo in 1995 this is for never leave it.

First this is a character from time to time as a gift for family or friends. They are most 
often derived from cartoon characters from the world of Régis Loisel. From a professional  
point of view, he did some fantastic's dragons and bloody lovely succubus created from 
designs  of  his  brother  Thierry  Masson  (designer  inspired  and  inspiring).  These  are 
produced by Fenryll.

After a less productive period (if you put standout three beautiful children !), his work as 
an engineer and the family do allow him to give this passion only very short time, he met  
Arnaud Saran (designer ) in 2006. Together with Arnaud Gerard (story writer) and Frederic 
Chollet  (webmaster),  they  have  created  a  website  http://ltdk.free.fr  and  a  blog 
http://latribudek.canalblog.com where they present their work.

This was enough to be back with delight into the sculpting of cartoon characters and 
other fantasy creatures ...

In  collaboration  with  Arnaud Saran and  Thierry  Masson,  he  created figurines of  Mr 
Bone, Ezop the Werewolf, Barney the Steamthing which have won figurine's competitions 
of Montrouge, Sevres, Couëron at MixOpen Ravage and the 7th Painting Crusade.

Although the pieces are usually  in small  sizes,  he also created larger wet clay and 
plaxtin sculptures for exhibitions as Fantastic'arts. So he made for the release of a film on  
DVD, a dragon's head to decorate a booth at a large retail brand.

The hobby-passion quickly takes an ever more important place in his life, to the point  
that  he has decided in  2011 to  start  as  a free-lance sculptor...  ARTIK TOYS is  born!  
www.artiktoys.com

Besides, numerous figurines will soon be published in Fenryll, L'Alambic miniature and 
his own company Artik Toys.

Anyway,  when  he  is  complimented  on  the  fine  details  of  his  figurines  from  a  few 
millimeters height, he replies that it is only small balls and tubes, and everyone can do it. ..  
While at work!
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